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in this book, the material has been presented in a very lucid manner which is easy to understand and can be
easily assimilated by the students. the book provides a complete understanding of the basic concepts in the
area of digital communications and also explains many concepts in a simplified manner. digital
communications: data encoding, transmission, and noise filtering: a signal processing approach is designed
to provide a complete understanding of the subject to the students of electronics and communication
engineering. the book digital communications: data encoding, transmission, and noise filtering: a signal
processing approach is a textbook which covers the theory and practical aspects of this course. this is a great
course for the college students who are interested in electronics. this book provides a comprehensive
treatment of digital communications. the material is designed to provide a complete understanding of the
subject to the students of electronics and communication engineering. digital communication textbook
covers all important topics in communications. digital communications deals with the concepts and principles
of digital communications. it provides the various concepts of digital communication and includes the theory
and principles of digital communications with a practical approach. the book covers various concepts such as
digital communications, digital conversion, digital modulation, digital demodulation, digital detectors, digital
encoding and decoding, digital interfaces, digital circuits, digital control and computer systems etc. if you
want to learn various topics related to digital communication then this is the best book for you.
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it is about the all round information on all segments of the digital world, from the creation of information to
the transmission of information and all of the intervening stages, from the conversion of signal to information
to the decoding of information. it offers in-depth investigation into the information processing technology and
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